
From: Elizabeth White  
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2023 9:02 PM 

To: Licensing <licensing@westberks.gov.uk> 
Subject: Reference 22873 Awberry Farm Barn - Support for New Premises Licence 

Application 
 
Hi Licensing Team, 

 
I'm writing to express my support for the New Premises Licence application for 

Awberry Farm Barn, reference number 22873. I've called this village my home since I 
was 8 years old, and in that time, I've seen how decisions like these can truly enhance 
our community life. 

 
The application's thorough approach to addressing crime and disorder speaks 

volumes about the management's commitment to our community. Their robust plans 
show a dedication to creating a safe and orderly environment, something that gives 
residents like me peace of mind. 

 
Public safety, especially important in the world we live in today, is evidently a 

significant consideration in this application. The strategies outlined to protect both 
patrons and staff are a testament to the management's responsible nature and their 
plan in handling issues that matter to us villagers. 

 
The application's proactive plans to prevent public nuisance also resonate with me. 

I've grown up appreciating the quality of our village, and it's positive to see measures 
being planned to preserve our village. 
 

Additionally, the focus on protecting children from harm is key. The venue's plans to 
enforce strict age verification and ensure a safe environment for families align well 

with the village's communal values. 
 
On a personal note, having studied beauty for three years, I'm hopeful that Awberry 

Farm Barn will bring employment opportunities that match my skills and passions. 
Venues like these aren't just businesses; they're potential hubs of opportunity and 

personal growth for young adults like me. 
 
In conclusion, my years here have shown me the importance of community-focused 

decisions. I trust in the positive impact Awberry Farm Barn will have, and I fully support 
this application, believing it will meet the four licensing objectives responsibly and 

effectively. Please consider this letter a positive endorsement of the New Premises 
Licence application for Awberry Farm Barn. It's more than a venue to me; it's a promise 
of growth and vibrancy in our great village. 

 
Thank you for considering my viewpoint. 

Elizabeth White 
 
(Redacted) 

Beenham 
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